THE YOUTH ADVISORY BOARD

20th March 2019, Siggen
THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

A group of people with **different backgrounds** but the **same goal**: play a proactive role in supporting the engagement of young people in planning territorial activities.
MAIN INSPIRING VALUES

- Promote a **proactive behaviour** and a **raising awerness** between young generations, in order to include them into society and to add value to their interests;

- Support their learning process to **widen** their knowledge, **improve** their abilities and **exchange** their ideas using communication as a tool;
MAIN INSPIRING VALUES

- **Sense of responsibility** towards new generations and the safeguard of our natural, cultural, historical heritage;

- **International and local cooperation** as a key factor in promoting and preserving the ancient beauties and traditions of our territory.
TASKS AND GOALS

- **To play a consultative role** into the Park’s initiatives and choices;

- **To support and facilitate** the constructive engagement of youth into territorial activities and reconcile them with their home soil;

- **To Promote cultural exchanges** between other protected areas and strengthen the bond between youth of transboundary realities;

- **To encourage confrontation** between members collecting their different points of view and creating interesting initiatives;

- **To actively contribute** to the writing of new projects and manage the annual available budget assigned by the Park Authority or by other funding forms.
This initiative really embodied the main values of the board and was the perfect occasion to demonstrate the tangible commitment of its members.
SURVIVAL EXPERIENCE
THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Leonardo Cerno
Spokesman of the Youth Advisory Board of Julian Prealps Nature Park